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ARE CARES ACT ELIGIBLE!

Unruly Splats aligns with eligible CARES Act uses for education technology. As an
education platform providing STEM instruction capability, Unruly Splats enables close
interaction with students and their teachers, no matter the setting: in-school, a virtual
classroom, or hybrid. Splats are engineered for use in a distance learning class and
come with lesson plans that follow social distancing procedures. Unruly Splats are
customizable to the needs of each school with lesson plans aligned to NGSS and CSTA
to ensure that Splats are incorporated successfully into your environment. Splats also
include bite-size training sessions that may be PDU (professional development unit)
eligible depending on your district’s specific procedure around PDU credits. Below we
highlight why Splats are eligible given three different suggested use of funds straight
from the CARES Act.
CARES Act suggested use of funds: Education Technology that aids in regular and substantive
educational interaction between students and their classroom instructors

How SPLATS align: Unruly Splats help schools combine STEM and active play through virtual and

in-person activities. Teachers can deliver instruction (asynchronously or synchronously) through
prebuilt examples or use student-created activities supplemented by Unruly lesson plans. One
educator has used Unruly Splats for STEM instruction in her A/B block schedule by having students
code at home and then share their work in-person during a showcase. Splats are ideal for engaging
students during at-home and in-person learning.

CARES Act suggested use of funds: Planning and coordination during long-term closures
How SPLATS align: Unruly Splats allows for computer science instruction to be carried out in a

distance and in-person setting. Virtual Splats have been utilized for hybrid settings with A/B block
schedules. Additionally, teachers have been able to drive engagement in all-virtual settings by letting
students invent their own games, lead their class through the game, and have classmates follow along
on their screens at home. Whether conducting an asynchronous or synchronous learning classroom
experience for whatever this upcoming school year looks like, Unruly Splats is here to help!

CARES Act suggested use of funds: Providing principals and others school leaders with the

resources necessary to address the needs of their individual schools

How SPLATS align: Splats are offered as an ongoing annual membership because this allows us
to partner with educators directly to ensure successful implementations that ultimately benefits your
students. Unruly Splats provides lesson plans (aligned to NGSS and CSTA standards), bite-size
training that can be used for professional development hours, and customer implementation to focus

Email us at info@unruly-studios for more details or to receive a custom quote.

